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Market growth indicators: 

• 1971:  4 subsea completed wells in North Sea: 5% of world market

• 1991:  204 subsea completed wells in North Sea: 32% of world market

• 2015:  ab. 600 subsea wells on NCS alone, equals the 1991 world market

• 2015: Statoil operates ab. 500 subsea wells producing ab. 50% of its petroleum 

The North Sea subsea market 

A fantastic development over 45 years

- Why so successful?



Equipment makers have systematically applied:

• Experience from operation and installation of subsea wells and production 

systems

• Improvements derived from the many «sub-technologies» embedded in subsea 

production systems and installation methods

Successful dynamic vertical and horisontal open exchange of ideas, experience 

and solutions through the hierarchies and layers of suppliers and customers

Sources to technology development - 1



• Operators are subsea technology’s (almost) only customer

• Subsea technology is of vital economic importance to the petroleum industry 

• Operators define suppliers’ roles, thus they control their potential for developing 

• Open access to technology will benefit the industry

• Operators should concentrate on defining their project’s functional needs

• Safety and profits should always be the prime priorities

• Activities should be organised in ways improving our suppliers’ competitiveness

Asbjørn Larsen, President and CEO of Saga Petroleum, at UTC Bergen 1992

NCS subsea tech. customers have had a clear philosophy



Demanding and risk-taking customers

• Installations in deeper waters and with higher reliability

• Better designs – for operation and installation – Equipment. Ships. Ship Gear.

• Higher capacities 

• New functionalities

• High and steady demand for subsea facilities has allowed step-wise 

development, long term perspectives and continual activitity 

• North Sea Subsea Technology has benefitted from a unique combination of 

market volume, challenges, cooperation and creativity

Sources to technology development - 2



Operators on NCS have proven their qualities

They have ...

• Dared to invest in, engage in and apply new subsea technologies 

• Practiced roles and functions with responsibility

• Presented clear, long-term visions, and have successfully executed them 

• Correctly and skillfully performed their roles, and encouraged suppliers to use 

their potential for developing new technologies

• Practiced openness about technology developed in their projects, and allowed 

suppliers to apply it in other contexts

• The subsea factory: Vision & materialised technology.  See: Statoil.com



Why so successful?

• Operators, Main contractors, Suppliers, Installation Contractors, Engineering 

and Design contractors and Subcontractors have all been creative and have all 

had perseverance, and have all practised creative openness and communication

• The depths and increasingly tougher challenges of first the North Sea, and later 

the Barents Sea and the Norwegian Sea, have gradually presented the subsea 

industry to deeper and otherwise more demanding challenges

• Stepwise tougher challenges has facilitated financing the technology 

development



Lesson learnt 1

Developing new technology takes time:

• 2004: Norsk Hydro started its technology development project:

• Ormen Lange Subsea Compression and Long step-out power supply

• Statoil’s similar project started about one year earlier

• Statoil’s subsea compression technology was ready in 2012

• Åsgard subsea gas compression started producing in 2015 



Lessons learnt 2

• Perseverance is a virtue 

• Being there, and staying there, is a must. Being there can be in Norway or UK 

• Many British suppliers are engaged in subsea equipment and services on NCS

• (and so are Norwegian suppliers on UKCS)

• Norwegian and British industries are often complementary to each other

• In case you want to join subsea industry, find the address which is useful to your 

company – reflecting your products and technologies. 

• The address you should find – is the niche where your company is a 

professional. Statoil’s address is probably not so useful to everyone



The great challenge

• The important challenge is to maintain the North Sea Subsea Technology hub, a 

vital and leading World Class cluster for subsea technologies

• We may not fully understand how leading it is, and how 

unique the circumstances have been

• ....

• We will, however, should we loose it!


